October 1980

TO: ALL WALKER AUTHORIZED SERVICE DEPOTS

Subject: Shoulder Bolt - Model 93632 Jack

The shoulder bolt for our 1 1/2 ton capacity service jack Model 93632 has been changed. The shoulder bolt used on our current design series "F", "G", & "H" is not interchangeable with the one used on previous production series. Note the drawings below:

Part Number 231589

Part Number 226364

Model 93632 Series - "F", "G", & "H"
Also - 93630 "B", "C", & "D"
93633 "D", & "E"
93716 "D"

Models - J122 all series
93632 - "A" thru "E"
Plus all other applications

The only dimension change is shown on the drawings.

Precautions should be taken to be sure parts in your stock are properly identified. Proper fit to the jack chassis is important and use of the wrong part could cause problems on your jack repairs.

G. HANSEN
Manager Jack Service